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Ahstmct, We introduce H-systems as language generators using the concept of homomorphic 
replace-- :ent of variables by words from metalanguages. This i:: a generalization of t4e hypemotion 
construct in van Wijngaarden grammars with a number of hard open problems. Here we 
concentrate on the generative power of the language families which result from varying the sets 
of axioms, resp. the sells of replacements, from ONE through the metalinear languages to CF. 

0. Introductlun 

Consider a language LI over some alphabet VI. Consider furthermore for every 
A E VI a language LA over a common alphabet VZ# The languages whose properties 
we shall examine here are then obtained by first {deriving a word D E L;1 and then 
replacing consistently each A in v by a word w E k_.+ 

This method of generating a language using a homomorphic type of replacement 
seems very natural to us and it is surprising that it has not been examine,d before. 
One of the tasks here will be to show how this ckass of languages differs from the 
iterated deterministic substitution languages of Asveid/Engelfriet [l] and parallel 
rewriting systems-e.g. Indian Parallel and L-Systems-as discussed by Skyum [ 1 I] 
and others. 

In order 1:o classify the resulting types of languages, we vary the type of languages 
for both Lr and LA. We are able to show that one obtains a dense grid of strict row- 
and columnwise inclusions. The relation of this grid to the CHOMSKY-hierarchy 
is examined as well. 

.Applications of this’ type of languages occur in connection with W-Grammars (van 
Wijngaarden Grammars, Two-level Grammars), where a so-called ‘hypernotion’ 
and the set of ‘strict notion!;’ which it may yield can be considered as a particular 
class in our hierarchy with LI being a singleton language and LA a context-free 
language. Recently, investigations hnve been started into ‘regular-lbased W-Gram- 
mars’ [2,6,13], i.e. W-Grammars where each LA is restricted to the class of regular 
languages. In [13] the question of decidability for % cross-refererrce problem for 
regular based W-Grammars was first posed and sho~~~r~ ro be a hard open problem. 
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En our discussion this question arises naturally 2s the intersection problem for 

H-systems with ONE and REG as L1 and LA classes. Even after the ~~olvability of 
the famous ‘string unification problem’, which is a special case of tht* intersection 
question, was shown by Makanin [8], the above prublem remains opt n. 

3, Definitions 

We assume that the reader is familiar tith the notation and basic results of Formal 
Language Theory as contained in e.g. [9]. 

Definition Ll. An H-sysbm is a quadruple H = (VI, V2, L1, cp:) with VI = 

{AI, A2,. . I, A,} the metaalphabet (n 2 l), VZ =z {LEE, ~2, . . . , a,} the terminal 
alphabet (m 5 I), VI n V2 = 0, L1 E VT the metalaaguage, p : 71-+ 2 “: a function 
which assigns to each Ai E VI a language cp(Aij = L.+ c Vg (1 =S i s n). 

Definition l.2. The Zurrg,uage of an H-system H = (“VI, VZ, LI, rp) is defined as 
L(H) = {hia) 1 o E L1 and k a homomorphism with h(.A,) E p(Ai)}a 

Thus, words in L(H) are concatenations of words from LAlr . . . , LA. according 
tc in template (axiom) u from thd? metalanguage. Note that all occurrences of Ai in 
u have to be replaced by identical words h(Ai). 

Definidion 1.3. Let Z1, 22 be two language families. Then %‘(Z’r, 22) is to denote 
the family of X-system languages of 21, A?2 formally defined as X(Zr, 55’~) = 
{L(H) 1 AT = d VI, VZ, L1, rp) with LI. E 21 and for all A. E VI: a(A) E 2%‘~). 

Furthermore, we shall denote the class of context-free (m-linear, regular, finite, 
singleton, one symko!, resp.) languages by CF (m-LIN, REG, FIN, ONE, SYM- 
BOL, resp.). It is also assumed that L1, LA1, . . . , LA, are specified in a switable way, 
e.g. for LI E REG, I.1 is specified by a right-linear grammar or a deterministic finite 
state biltomaton or a regular expression, etc. 

Exam@ 1.4. Let Hr be specified by El = (ABA)‘, VI = {A, B}, VZ = {a, b}, LA = 
a+, LE’ = b. Then L(F&) = ((a “ba .)“’ 1 a, m 2~ 1) and L(&) E S?(REG, RJZG). We see 
immediately that the homomorphic replacerrznt of Definition 1.2 is more power- 
f;ul than ordinary substitution as L(H1)& REG but REG closed under regular 
subslitution. 

We list a few more examples which should help to give the reader a more intuitive 
idea of the sc<Jpe Of H-system languages in rela.tion to LPI and L&. 
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Example %.%. Consider the H-system Hz = ({A, B), Ia, bh IABABAI, a& where 
444) = a+, cp2(B) = d5. Clearly L(H2) = {a”ba”ba” 1 n > 1)~ #‘(ONE, REG) which is 
a well-known non-context-free language. 

For another language in Z(REG, REG) consider H3 = ({A, R}, {a, U, #}, 
(,4B)‘, (p3) with &A) = {a, S}+, (p&3) = #. Again L(H;) = ((w #)“I i w E {a,, b)+, 
nr ia: I} is a non-context-free language and indeed non-EQL, but is an EDTOL 
laingi aage. 

An interesting case are the H-system languages over a one-letter alphabet. The 
H-system Hb = ((A); {a}, A+A, (~4) with (ph(A) = a+a generates the set of all non- 
prime numbers which is also noncontext-free and L(H4) E %‘(REG, REG). This is 
contrasted by the fact that if in %$9?,, 9~) one allows 91 to be at most FIN, then 
%‘(Z$, .S?z) c REG for a one-letter alphabet If.2 [13]. Furthermore, it is immediately 
seen that the well-known L-system language {a*” 1 n 3 0) is not an H-system 
language. 

Finaily consider any language L in CF-EBTOL, e.g. the Dyck language over an 
alphabet uf at least eight letters [3]. 

In [S] it is shown that if a language L E CF-EDTOL, then &’ = {MI # WI # w 1 w E L) 

is not an outside-in macro language or eq,uivalently not an inldexed language. 
But L’ is easily recognized an the #‘(ONE, CF) language L(({A, B}, Vu 
(#}, ABABA, cps)) with q5(A) = E c V* and (g@) = #. 

It is obvious from the above examples that H-system languages in %‘(9r, &) 
have strong copying powers ibut that growth of word length cannot exceed the 
order of growth of the 9’1, 92 constituents. In particular, grcl,wth is at most 
linear for SV(CF, CF) but the Parikh-mappings do not remain semilinear, as shown 
by example &. 

2. Homomorphic replacements 

The type of homomorphic replacement we discuss here appears under various 
names in a number of contexts. In W-Grammars it is called ‘consistent substitution’ 
or ‘consistent replacement’. In connection with Macro Grammars 143 it is called ‘10 
(inside-out)-substitution’ and in the algebraic approach to Formal Language Theory 
it even a.ppears as ‘call by value substitution’ [12]. As with W-Grammars, homomor- 
phic replacements have in tlhese contexts been considered as part of a larger language 
generating system but not as separate (set-of-axioms, set-of-replacements)-systems. 

Furthermore, thie parallel rewriting of L-systems, even in the deterministic case, 
should not be mistaken fox- either a special case or the generalization of FI-systems, 
in particular since (a2” 1 n is 0) is not an H-system language as we have mentioned. 

Equailly, the homomorphic type of replacement occurs with Indian Parallel 
Grammars (see e.g. [ll]) but there each replacement is given through a production 
from a @rite set and-in contrast to CF grammars-all symbols are replaced in 
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parilllel by the same right-hand side of one chosen production. Again it helps 
to rememlber that {a*” In 80) is not an %sy!Stem language in %@?I, 22) fCc 

.$fI == cF2 = CF. 
The closest relative of H-systems in the family of language generar ing devices is 

the ‘deterministic K-iteration grammar’ [I]. In that context the homomorphic 
replacemenr is called ‘deterministic substitution’ and if the clans K is explicitly 
mentioned! for the language from which the replacemar is chosen, t‘Aen it is called 
deterministic K-subtitution (short dK-substitution). He~wever, K-sulWitutions 
(deterministic and nondeterministic) hzve always been examined in connection with 
iterations [7, lO] which is sot the case here. 

The discussion above is also an indication as to where the difficulty in proofs about 
H-systems stems from. Clearly, the rewriting is not parakl in nature and thus length 
arguments which are often used with L-systems, do not work. On the other hand 
derivations are not really context-free either and pumping arguments must take into 
account that for certain %‘(Z’I, 97) systems we may p’ump 01% the metalevel, i.e. 
within LI, and within each LA c ~“r the lower level. 

However, there is one basic proof technique which can be used in most cases. 
Let 91, 2% be any two 1an;guage families s.t. 6e, is closed under finite det. 

substitution and 2??~,2& are clof,ed under product. 

Lemma 2.1. IfL = L(( VI, V2, L1, cp)) E 2i?(2&, S!&)-CF and Z&,5% E CF, then there 
existsa wEL1 s.t. w= w&w2Xw3 with wl, ~2, w3 E VT, X E VI and q(X) infinite. 

Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. r’or all w ELI, w contains any X E VI at most once 
(case (i)] or I#Y = wIXw2X~9 and p(X) finite (case (ii)). 

(i) For all w ELI, w # H.IXW~XWJ. But then Li is finite and with Definition 1.2 

L = tJwEL1 L,,, where for w = AkA2 l l l Ak 

Clearly, since L is t.ke finite union of finite products of S’2-languages and 92 c CF 
we have a contradiction. 

Cii:t For all w = w~XW~XW~, q(X) is finite. Now let V’= {XG VI 1 there is a 

NJ = wIxwJxw3 E Ll}, V” = VI - V’ and define a deterministic finite substitution 
on VI by 

d4 A E V’, 

Icr’(lln) = i,,, otherwise 

and a nondeterministic substitution on \“‘u V2 by 

P(A), A E V”, VW={iAl, 
otherwise. 

Then, f&‘(LIj as well as @“($‘(LI)) are context-free Xangu 
deterministic finite substitutions and nondetermin 
languages, 

CF is clos &under 
tions with CF- 
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But obviously, L = +“($‘(LI)) which contradicts the assumption U CfE 

It should furth:ermore be noted that one might as well let L1 range over ‘VI I) W; 
as it is the cas[: with W-Grammars, where q(Ai) = I+ G VT for Ai E VI and p(,+) = 61~ 
for ai E Vz. Clearly each aj E Vt occurring in a word w E Lr could be replaced by, ;a 
new symbol di c Vr with q(a’i) = Lzi = {ai) without affecting the generated set alf 
words. As indicated by our definition, we’assume all H-systems to be ‘norma,lized’ in 
that the axioms range over VI only. 

The next lemma (marker lemma) is straightforward but useful in cases where 
statements about the nature of Lr Lre to be made. 

I.,emma 2,,2. If L(&!+ G @’ {#? ef is an H-system language with Hlx = 

(VI,{#}U’~Z,L~,~P), -kg vz then VI= V+u i?l, V,r> VI=& andL,,c vTV,vT,, 
where V, ={AE V&(A)= @{#)v)L*}. 

Proof. Note that if each word in L(N:#) contains exactly once the special ma&er db $ 
then each word w in L1 must be of the form w = wlXwz where X generates a word 
containing that +. 

Furthermore, it should be obvious that no variable may generate both a world with 
di; and a word without # . 

Otherwise, by Definition 1.2 Sr, generates a word with at least two mc:.rkers or 
n!o marker at all. 

A stronger version (splitting lemma) can be used in reducing proofs about 
properties of complex H-system classes to simpler H-system classes su.ch as 
%(ONE, J&). For the notion of a gsm-mapping, needed in the seqi,leI, we refer to 
e,g. [93. 

Lemma 

derived from L with 

L’={upv: W#VEL), L”={vj3u: U#Z’EL}. 

;IIProof. L=L((‘V+ VI, {#}u i.;, L,, cpl))c e;{#}e; md Llc p:V+v: by 
assumption. Since L?I closed under gsm-mapping both 

L:““=:{wA,~wA~vEL~~~~A,E. V*} and 

L:nht={A~z~Iw~~+vEL,landA.EV*} 

are in 21. Thus, there exist H-systems Hg,ft, Hright of the form 

with cpteft = cp for all AE ‘;i;, azd cp’*Et(A,)={t~t#~~~(A;K)} for -A*E V++ (Htipht 
analog). Again as 5% is closed under gsm-mapping as well, we may conclude that 
qlef’(A+J is an 2'2 language and the proof is complete. 
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3. A hierarchy of system famllk 

For the following results we assume that alphabets are finite but extensible unless 
we specify their size explicitly. 

Our aim is to build a grid of M-system families by varying the la lguage classes 
.Z1, .5$ in %?(.Z$, 9*). Particular attention was payed to minimality ol needed proofs 
for the complete set of incomparability, resp. strict inclusion relatio~~s. The reader 
might wish to consult frc:m time to time the diagram at the end of this section where 
each arrow from language class 55’ to 9’ implies 9 s 9. 

For getting started we note that substituting ONE languages, resp. FIN languages, 
into words from L1 does not change the class of languages as compared to sl, 
provided Zl is closed under homomorphism, resp. finite deterministic su\>stitution. 

Lemma 3S. For any language family 21 which is closed uvrder deterministic finite 
substitution we have %W?I, FIN) = 91. 

Second!y, we note that inclusion row- and coiumnwise is tfivially given while strict 
inclusion has to be proved separately. 

Lemuna 3.2. For language families .%‘~,Z~, 2% we have 

21 E 9~ implies Z(?Z?I, 232) E Sf(2$, 5?2), 

Ore, c .3?3 implies 2(91,&) E %@I, 5%). 

We now start to show proper inclusion beginning with %‘(ONE, 9;) s %‘(FIN, 92). 

Theorem 3.3. There exists a language in ,%‘(FIN, REG) which is not in %‘(ONE, CF). 

Prooti. Consider L = {an # a ’ # an 1 n 2 1) u {c .i. Clearly, & = L(({A, B, C}, {a, #, c}, 
{ABABA, C}, cp)) with q(A) = {a)*, q(B) = {4k), q(C) = {c} and L E %‘(FIN, REG). 

Assume I_. E %?(ONE, CF). Since L& CF we conclude from Lemma 2.1 that (w} = 
L1 con:ains at least two occurrences of a variable X with Lx infinite. Clearly, c does 
not occur in any v E LX, else it would appear at least twice in at least one word in L. 

Thus, rhere exists a Y f X E VI s.t. c E 1,~. But then there exists a homomorphism 
iI (De:F.nition 1.2) with h(X) # E and h(Y) = c, h arbitrary otherwise, and 
h(w) = Z~UZZ E L, ztz2 # E-a contradiction. 

The theorem is also a hint at the fact that the Z&‘(ONE, J$) families have extr tmely 
poor closure properties (cf. [13]) since {a” # a” # a” 1 n 3 l}u {c} is the union of an 
%‘(ONE, REG) language and a regular language. 

Next we show strict inclusion between the second and third row from the bottom 
of Fig. 1 at the end of this section. 

Theorem 3.4. There exists a 1,anguage in %‘(REG, REG) which is not in %‘(FIN, CF). 

Consider L = {(a”b)“’ 1 n, m P 1). Clearly L = L(((A}, {a, b), (A” 1 m z l}, cp)) 
with rp(A.) = {a”b 1 n 3 1) is in %‘(REG, REG). 
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Assume L E %(FIN, CF). Thus, there exists an H-system H’ = (Vi, Vi, Li, 4p’) 
with L; ={wI, ~2,. . . e t-v,) E FIN and for each A E Vi : LA E CF. 

Our argument is then that while ~11 may be arbitrarily large, the wi E Ll (16 i s r) 

have a constant length and that for sufficiently large pn at least one LA must generate: 
subwords of L which contain at least four b’s which in turn would imply that an 
infinite set of words of tlze form a ‘(ba “)kba’ with i, j, n L 0, k a 3 is CF, which is of 
course not the case. 

First note that there exists a constant CO s.t. for each LA E: CF, A E VI, and each 
X E LA of the form X = me i(bcei)kLa * either j s CO or k 6 2 holds. 

Then let 

to:= max {IWi]: Wi ELI} 
lsisr 

and let n be an arbitrary, but fixed integer s.t. 

n >c,+3to. 

Fair (a%)” EL there exists then a wL( E L1 (1 s p zz r) s.t. 

Each V,, is of the form a i~(bu”)kubu’u. 
Since ?t > co we have k, c 2. Thus the number of b’s in V-i V;! * 1 - V, is less or equal 

to at s 3t0, but (a”b)” contains n > 3 to b’s-a contradiction. 

Working our way up, we consider %(l-LIN, REG). The metalinear languages 
have been included in our investigation because they give rise to an infinite hierarchy 
if used as Z’i component. Surprisingly the use as & component does not work and 
the classes collapse to %‘(Z’l, l-LIN). 

Th$xmm 3.5. There exists a language in Z’(l-LIN, REG) which is not in 
B’(REG, CF). 

P&of. Consider L = ((a”b)” #: (a”b)” 1 m, n 2 1). Clearly 1, = L(({A, X}, (a, b, #}) 
{A~mXAm~m~1},~))withrp(A)=~~~“b~n~1},cp(X)={#}.Sinccs{AmXA”~m~1~ 
may be generated by the one-linear productions of a CFG G1 = ({S}, {A, X}, 
(SF ASA, S + AXA}, S) we conclude that L E %‘( 1 -LIN, REG). 

Assume L E %‘(REG, CF). Let H’ = (Vi, Vi, Li, cp’) be an H-system which 
generates L. 

rrom the pumping lemma for regular languages we conclude that there exists a 

c et h-4: for all w EL{ with Iwj > c there exist u, tr, x 4.t. w = UUX, u # E and wti) = uvix E 

i!.$ for all i 2 0. 
‘Furthermore, with Definition 1 .Z we may .apply the homomorphic replacement 

h’lto all wti) which yields for all i 3 0: ’ ’ A‘ 

h’(w”‘) = ~‘(u,,‘(u”‘)h’(x) = h’(u)h’(v)ih’(x) = l&,U’lU~E L. 
.W $ 
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We now claim that for all h’ and all w EL\ with.lwl> c h’(o) = E must hold. 
Assume the contrary, i.e. h’(u) = ui # E. Clearly, ~1 may not contain the marker 

# else it would appear i times in words in L. 
Without loss of generality assume then that h’(w”‘) = uI, # US 4 {uz. But that 

contradicts h’( w(“) = (a “,ZJ)“‘~ + (a “%)mi and we conclude that h’(u) = F for all h’ and 
al3 w E Li. Thus, it is sufficient to restrict Li to words of length less or equal to c, 
i.e. there is a LieFIN s.t. L((V;, Vi, Li, cp’)) =L((Vi, Vi, Ly, p’)). 

FromL={(a”6)” #(u”b)“(n, m a 1) E %!“(FIN, CF) follows with Lemma 2.3 that 

L’={(a”b)“]n, m % 1) in R(FLN, CF) as well which is not the case as we have proven 
above (Theorem 3 A). 

We are now in a posititill tr, pr aof the m -LIN case which is certainly the technically 
most difficult part in our hierarchy investigation. 

Tk~em 3,6. For each m 3 1 here exists a luizguage L,,,+I in i%‘(~m + l)-UN, REG) 
which is not in R(m-LIN, CF). 

Proof. Lei 

L m+~={W~#Wil’#W~#W~“‘ # wb;; # wk:: # 1 

w,~a~b,,i,~lforeachvE{l,..., m + 1)). 

Obviously, 

L;:!+l ={A:‘A,AI’A.Aj22AwAk l . l A,Ak;;A,Ak$A, 1 

i,~lforeach~~{l,...,m+l}} 

is the product of m + 1 linear languages of the type {Ail4+A’,,4, jj 3 l}, thus L?i 
is in (m + !)-LIN. Furthermore, rp(A,) = a :b, and cp!A,) = # are regular and thus 
L ,n+l E ~,h + l)-LIN, F&s). 

To prole L,+I & %‘(m- LIN, CF) we restrict ourselves to the case L;z & %‘(l - 
LIFJ, CF). The generalization to an arbitrary m 3 1 is then straightforward. 

Assume. L1 = {(afll& # (n:lb$l # (u&)‘~ # (a+h& # liyI k, 2 1 fcr Y E {l, 2)) 
is in X(1 -LIPl, CF) and let M’ = (V’,, Va, L;, cp’) be an H-system generating Lz. 

Since LI E 1-LIN we conclude from a straightforward variation of the familiar 
pumping kmma [9] that there are constants c, k s.t. for all u E Li, juj > c, u can be 
written as ,ia = UOW~U~W~U~, wlw2f~jt.~0~1< k, and for all ia0, vow~ulw&isin Li 
(‘LI pump,iing’)!. 

Furiehermorc for the lower level, let Z and R be constants s.t. for aPI A E Vi and 
all ii E LA with Ju-~>c- the following holds: 8 = 6oi+iG1&61, f11G32 Z E, (&&I&) 
< k’ and for all i 3 0, iYoti~ii;&u’2 is in LA (‘lower level pumping’). 

Consider a piarticular subset S of LZ with 

s’ = ((a&)” 4: (a&j” # (a;3$ 4k (&72)” St: 1 a 2 1). 
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Let 7’ c L’, be a set of minimal length words uE at. for each .zn E S T contains the 
shortest axiom u,, for which there exists a homomorphism h, (see Defimtion 1.2) 
with h,(u,) = r,. Let alph(X) denote the set of symbols occurring in a word X. We 
now choose n >4 0 c 9 k l c’ l k’ and claim that there is an A E alph(u,) s.t. /h,,(A)1 > E 
(lower level pumping) and #A(~II)<max{~, k) (constants of Ll pumping)), where 
#A(u,) denotes the number of occurrences of z;! +*bol A. in un. 

If ju, 1 c c, the above result holds trivially because of jz, 1~ n :a 4 - c l k . c’ a k’. Now, 
consider the case ju, I> c. Here, un fulfills the conditions of the 1 -LIN-pumping 
lemma, i.e. un =u~w~~~w~~)~, w~w~#~,~o~v~~~kandu~‘=u~w~v~w~t)~~L~ forall 
i 2 0 (L1 pumping). 

Pt follows that h,(r$) E L2 for all i a 0 and especially h, (WI ~2) # E since lu, ) had 
been minimal. 

Since h,(uE’) = h,(v,o)(h,(w,))ih,(u&h,(w2))ihn(v2) i:s in L-1 fol* each i ~0, it is 
obvious that h,(wl w2) cannot contain a :I+ and so h,(wlw2) E {a~, bl}’ or h,(wlw2) E 
{a2, b2}+. In the first case hn(u2) must cotltain all the symllols LIZ, b2 of h,(u,) and in 
the second h, (zJ~) contains all al, bl of h, (u,). Again, the application of the pigeon- 
hole principle yields the above result, since jvcvzi < k by the given pumping lemma. 

Thus, u,, can be written as un = crOAalA l - - CT~-IAW, where rsmax{c, k}, 
A& alph(abcrl l - l err) and Jh, (A)1 > E, i.e. h,(A) fulfills the conditions of the context- 
free pumping lemma. It follows that 

and for all i > 0 

~0p1fi1p& is in LA (lower level pumping). 

All these words can be chosen as homomorphic images of A. Let us consider the 
case i = 2 and the word 

in Lz. To generate 2:’ f’rom 7, wt have to replace at r positions the subword ~1 by 
pipip2. Since lpipipzl c k’ artd n 2, k’ only two blocks of the type biaybi could be 
altered by each such replacemehi. Obviously, n > 4r and so at least one block brdb1 
and one .block bzazba remains unchanged,. Thus, the number elf ai’s must be n in all 
blocks of 2::‘. Of course, z’,2’ could still contain more blocks than zn. But E > Y - E 

and so no complete block can ‘be generated in z(,2), i.e. z’,2’ & L2 and this contradiction 
completes ::he proof of Theorem 3.6. 

Since the class of m-linear languages is properly contained in CF the following 
corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. 

rmy 3.7. Fir each m B I the:*e exists a tar;guage in X(CF, REG) which is not 
in X(m-LIN, CF). 
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Let us show now why this infinite hierarchy result for X(m-LIN, A+?$) cannot be 
carried ov~t to the case Z’(Z~, m&LPN). 

The reason is that very weak conditions on 91 are sufficient to sina!ate the first 
derivatisn;teps :in m-linear grammars. The following Derivations are I ::ear and thus, 
these la.rguage families are identical to %‘(2’~, l-LIB% 

Theorem 6.8. Let 2Zl be a family of languages clcwed under homoreorphism and 
union, then %‘(9e,, m-LIN) = %‘(5!?,, l-LIN) for each m 3 1. 

Proof. iAet L E %?@?I, m&IN) be generated by the I-kystem N = (VI, VZ, LI, q). 
It follows from the definition of m-linear grammars that each language LA, A E 

VI, can be given as 

where all k, SIG m and each L,, E l-LIN. 
For all such L,, let A,, be a new symbol and let L,, = @(A,,) E l-LIN. Define 

a set @ of homomorphisms h, where h(A) =A,v,lAs2 * - - Av,k, for A E VI, v E 
(1,. . . _ j}, and all such combinations are covered in @, 

By the assumptions on ZZ’! El:= UhEe h (Ll) is also iFi 55’1. 
Let e, be the set of new symbols A,,,. Then I? = (VI, ‘v:, t,, is ) obviously 

generates L too. Since each I,,,, E I - LIN and & E 2?* it follows that L E %‘(2’1, l- 
LIN), proving Theorem 3.8. 

Let us continue now by p;&;lg tile columnwise proper inclusion in our diagram. 
In our Example 1.5 we had given a language in %‘(ONE, REG) which was not in 
CF = ?(CF, FIN). 

Thq the strict inclusions 

%‘(A.?l, FIN) E %‘(2?~, REG) 

for s1 f (ONIE, FIN, REG, m-LIN, CF} hold trivially. 

Theorem 3A ‘I?Iere exists a language in %‘(ONE, l-LIN) which is not in 
X(CF, REG). 

Proof. Consider L, = (anbnanb” 1 n z= l}, which is ,generated by (the M-system 
H = 641, (a, b), {AA), Q> where q(A) = {a”b” 1 n B 1) c 1-ILIN. Clearly, L E 
R’(sone, 1 -LIN). 

Now assume L f %‘:CP, REG) and let L be generated by the W-system H’ = 
0% VA L’1, 9’). 

Sine,: 1; is obviously not context-free, by Lemma 2.1, there must be a word w E L’1 
of the vlorm w = woAwlAwz l - - Awk9 where q’(A) = LpL is an infinite language and 
k 222. 
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Let AE alph(wowr l l l wk) and choose an x E LA to which the regu?ar pumping 
lemma can be applied, i.e. x = uuy, r~# E arid for all i > 0 uv iy E LA. Wow we choose 
homomorphisms r’3i on alph(w) s.t. hi(A) -= uv’y E LA and hi(B) = ho(B) arbitrary 
from LB for all U E alph( wow1 - * 9 wk) and all i 3 0. Then, hi(w) must be in L for each 
i 2 0. By the above assumption, hi(w) can be written as 

where v # c, k a2, so there are numbers pti s.t. 

anibnian'bnr=uouiulviuz. . . viuk. 

But u cannot contain both a and b, otherwise iii(w) wolnld have at least k l i 

subwords ab or ba. On thle other hand, if v contains only u’s or only b’s the balance 
of occurrences of i.x and b in hi(w), i 3 2, is destroyed, contradicting our assumption 
‘L E 3?(C?, KEG)‘. 

For columnwise strict inclusion it remains to be shown that there is a language in 
%‘(CNE, CF) - Z(CF, 1 -LIN). Here we proceed in the following way. First we show 
inclusion of %‘(CF, 1 -LIN) in the family of ETOL languages and thien give a language 
which is apparently in %‘(ONE, CF) but not in ETOL by results in [3] and [S]. 

Theorem 3.10. %‘(CF, 1 -LIN) is con#uind in the fumily of ETOL languages. 

Proof. Let L E %‘(CF, l-LIN) and H = (VI, V2, LI,, cp) be an appropriate H-system 
generating L. There exists a context-free grammar Gr =(@I, VI, PI, SI) with 
L(GI) = L1 and linear context-free grammars G, -= (&, V2, P,, &) for each cy E VI 
s.t. cp(cr) = L(G,). 

We can assume that @, n @@ = 8, & n Gl = 0, Cp, n VI = Id folr all LY, p E VI with 
a # p, and VI n V2 = 0 by definition. 

Let F be a symbol not contained in any of these sets. Then we can construct an 
equivalent ETOL system G in the following manner: 

G = (a, V2r T, Sd, @:=@luv&J IJ @*uV*u{F) 
aev, 

and the set of tables n is given as 

ir :=i(li, Tswit&}‘-i{T’[X-,wj IX+ W E.P,, Ct E VI}. 

These tables are defined as follows: 

Tr provides all derivations from Gr and blocks if there are any symbc.ils not occur&g 
in Gi. 
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After generation of a word in L(G1) we swilch to the start-symb& of the: linear 
grammars Ga- 

For each ;rule X + w in Ph, Q E VI, w contains a table 

u{Y+FR YE VlUt&JfF}). 

Since each Trx_,,,,l is deterministic we achieve a consistent rleplacement of symbols 
from VI. 0~ xbe other hand all derivations in the lirnear grammars are covetedl here 
too, since there is only one active symbol in each derivationstep. Thus we have 
L(lG) = &, proving Theorem 3.10. 

API. There exists a language in ,I%‘(OME, CP) ,which is mot in X(CF, 
1 -UN). 

Proof. Let 0s be the Dyck-language on El symbols (cf. Example 1.5) $3bvi- 
ously, {w * w # w 1 Y E 08) -2 %‘(EONE, CF). But by results in [3] and [5] 
(w # w # N 1 w E De) is not even an outside-in-macro language and because of 

012 ETOL 2 X’(CF, 1 -LIN) 

we get {w # w # w 1 w E Ds) e %‘(CF, 1 -LIN). 
In Fig. 1 the strict inclusion of %(CF, CF) in q(CFj, i.e. in the iterated determinis- 

tic substitution languages with substitutions from CF, follows trivially from the 
definition of 7(CF) (see Cl]) and from the fact that {a’” In 2 1)~ EDTOLc q(CF) 
(see [l]) is not in ZCCF, CF) as !nentioned 3 number of times before. In [l], the 
inclusion of n(CF) in 10 (‘inside-out-macro languages’) is shown as well. 

Furthermore, the inclusions 

fEG=) %(REG, FIN) s X(ONE, REG), 

(l-LIN =) %‘( 1 -LIN, FIN) s X(ONE, l-LIN), 

((m :I)-LIN = ) %?((m + l)-LIN, FIN) r %‘(FIN, l-LIN), 

(CF =‘: ) %‘(CF, FIN) rz z(ONE, CF) 

are straightforward and the proofs are left to the reader (cf. Lemma 3.1, Theorem 
3.8 and [13]). 

‘We also claim that the figure is complete, i.e. A?(dip, 92) s Z’(.&, .&) iff there is 
a path from the nod.e corresponding to %‘,A?~, 92) leading to the node corresponding 
to %?(&, 24). 

2. In Fig. 1 two language families are inco,mnparable iff there is no path 
connecting their corresponding nodes. 
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Fig. 1. 

Proof. -We cs.n ma& use of the preceding theorems to find pairs of languages L’, 
L” s.t. L’E %(.A?‘~, 92) - S!?(S%, 5X4), L”E .X&%, Z$) - SZ?&YSl, >?z), thus pioving the 
incomparabili?y of %‘(5& %‘z), %‘(9~, .ZJ. 

We indicate the proof structure in Fig. 2, where each arrow f roan 9 to S’ indicates 
the existence of a language L with I, E .9 and L& 9’. The arrows are labeled with the 
index of the corresponding theorem. 

In addition to Theorems 3.3-3.11 we need the following four results, which can 
easily be verified : 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

[a “,e’b” 1 n B 0) E SV( 1 - LIN, FIN) - Z(REG, REG), 
(a ‘b’db’ 1 i, j a 1) u {c) E X(2 - LIN, FIN) - X(ONE, l -TIN), 
{ailbiiai2b'21 l , aL+ibim+llj,~ f} 

E %?((m + I) -LIN, FIN) - %‘(m -LIN, REO), m a l,, 
Da = Dyck-language on 8 letters E %‘(CF, FIN) - Z’( (wr + 1) -- IAN, I - LIN). 

We hope to have demonstrated that non-iterated homomorphic replacement is a 
concept in its own ri.ght. Its predominant aspect is the cqbying power. Giving a 
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Fig. 2. 

ranking of the Z’(Y1, S2) classes for Z1, 22 ranging over ONE, FIN, REG, 1 - LIN, 
m - LIN, CF, ‘Jve provided a large set of H-system languages which should allow the 
reader to relate various language classes to the shown grid. It should also be looked 
at as a contribution to the establishment of a clear classification of ‘rewriting modes’ 
of which the (nested, iterated, controlled, tabled, etc.)-cases can be considered as 
particular variations. Clearly, SL. -.h a task is outside the scope of this paper, 

What remains open in the investigation of H-system are most c:losure properties. 
Only for the cBasses %(ONE, REGjl and %‘(ONE, CF) complete results are given in 
[13], everything else remains to be shown. 

By far the msssz interesting-and most difficult-gueatiorxrj,& arise in connection with 
cdecidability problems. Again for ~V(ONE, REG) and &‘(ONE, CI?) some results are 
known but despite some htard attempts niost problems remain open, e.g. the 
‘“2ntersection problem for Z(ONE, REG)” (see [13 3) of which the string unification 
problem is a particular case. Just as finding a matching notion for a given hypernotion 
in van Wijngaarden Grammars can be seen as solving the wordproblem for a 
la.nguage in X(ONE, CF), a number of pattern matching problems may be viewed 
al;; intersection-, equivalence- and wordproblems in H-system languages, 

With the recent result of Makanin [8] it appears to us that these seemingly hard 
problems justify an in-depth investigation. 
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